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Abstract
An extension of the notion of dinatural transformation is introduced in order to give a criterion
for preservation of dinaturality under composition. An example of an application is given by
proving that all bicartesian closed canonical transformations are dinatural. An alternative sequent
system for intuitionistic propositional logic is introduced as a device, and a cut-elimination
procedure is established for this system.
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1. Introduction
In the beginning of 1940s, several topological questions motivated Eilenberg and
Mac Lane to formulate the notions of category, functor and natural transformation. For
a more complete information about the historical perspective see [15, pp. 33–34].
For two functors F;G :A→B a collection of morphisms A :FA→GA from B
indexed by the objects of A makes a natural transformation, if for every A1, A2 and
f : A1→A2 from A, the following diagram commutes:
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It is straightforward to see that the composition of two natural transformations  and
 given as the collection of morphisms A ◦ A is again natural.
Some 20 years later, Kelly has started with extensions of the notion of naturality.
He was inspired by the collections of morphisms representing units and counits of the
adjunction between tensor and Hom functor in some categories. It is evident that in
these situations we have that the following diagrams
commute for every A; B; A1; B1; A2; B2 and f :A1→A2 and g :B1→B2. The Grst and the
second diagram above are simple naturality conditions for collections ”A and A, but
the commutativity of diagrams (3) and (4) is rather complicated to put in naturality-like
settings. A generalization of the notion of naturality, which captures these situations,
is due to Kelly (see [9]).
A general question of composability of such two extraordinary natural transforma-
tions is much more complicated. An abstract formalization of this problem and suH-
cient condition for such natural transformations under which its composition is again
extraordinary natural is given in [6]. This paper together with Kelly’s paper [10] is a
source of ideas for the present work.
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In [10, Section 4], Kelly introduced “graphs” of natural transformations suitable for
the bicartesian case. These graphs are of the form
 : n → k ← m :  ;
where n; k; m are Gnite ordinals and  and  are functions. It is shown in [4] that a
simpliGcation obtained by abstracting a relation from such a graph (making a pullback)
leads to coherence of bicartesian categories, and that the normal form of bicartesian
morphisms (see [4, Section 3]) suggests graphs dual to Kelly’s. Here we use a gener-
alization of graphs from [4] to solve the G case in the classiGcation of general natural
transformations given in Section 4.2 of [10]. We believe that the Grst part of this
paper gives an abstract formalization of a functorial calculus analogous to Eilenberg
and Kelly’s approach to extraordinary transformations but here given for a more gen-
eral notion of dinatural transformations introduced by Dubuc and Street in [5]. Some
comparisons between our results and those of [6] are given at the very end of Section 2.
The notion of extraordinary natural transformation and the results of [6] that cover
the P-case of [10] are still very powerful and we believe that their graphs reach the
limits in possibilities of using a simple graph method in coherence questions. Here, by
simple graph we understand what Lambek presumably meant by the notion of general-
ity in [12,13]. In logical terms, a simple graph of a proof means linkages between the
letters in propositional formulae A and B which must be the same in a given proof for
the sequent AB. In [11] Kelly and Mac Lane proved very strong coherence result
for symmetric monoidal closed categories with respect to the graphs introduced in [6].
In [11] it is also shown that any two canonical extraordinary natural transformations
 :T → S and  : S→R from a symmetric monoidal closed category have graphs satis-
fying a condition suHcient for their composability. We are in a diMerent situation and
no analogues of Theorem 2.2 from [11] and its generalization, Theorem 9.3 from [2]
hold here. In our main example, which is a bicartesian closed category, there are pairs
of transformations with graphs which do not provide composability (see Example 3.9)
and we must focus much stronger on cut-elimination results.
In [2] Blute has shown that Kelly and Mac Lane’s results can be generalized to a
wide class of closed categories which are models of autonomous deductive systems
having in common that any of their axiom can be given with a scheme in which each
variable appears exactly twice. He pointed out that the condition on graphs suHcient
for composability of transformations from [6] corresponds to the acyclicity condition of
Danos–Regnier proof nets for linear logic. In that paper the strong connection between
coherence and dinaturality in these categories is also shown. Namely, such a category
is coherent iM its canonical transformations are dinatural.
All these results cover the case of transformational graphs with no points of ramiG-
cation and no singleton connected components. They can be classiGed as P-cases from
[10]. Here, we are dealing with complications arising from the possibility of branching
in the transformational graphs. Unfortunately, our approach is not applicable to coher-
ence problems. We are far from coherence from its both sides. It is already seen in
distributive categories that the soundness part of coherence with respect to our graphs
fails (see [10, pp. 95–97] and [4, p. 334]). The completeness part of coherence with
respect to our graphs fails by the arguments in [17].
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Here we get into the situations where naturality and coherence are not tied together.
In our example, graphs and natural transformations match to constants. Nodes in graphs
are implicitly connected via them. The constants are harmless as it is not usually the
case in coherence problems. The question is still open if more involved geometric
objects, which may replace our graphs, do exist; however, we need them just for
coherence and not for naturality as it will be shown below.
The notion of dinaturality is an important extension of naturality in the sense that
if we substitute dinatural for natural transformations in the notion of limits we ob-
tain the notion of ends in category theory. As we have mentioned, dinaturality is
strongly tied to questions of coherence and to some related properties of the structure
of morphisms as it is shown, for example, in the result from [16]; dinatural trans-
formations in certain categories may be built in a kind of normal form depending
only on its domains and codomains. Apart from its interest for questions of coherence,
dinaturality is also interesting for constructing models of the polymorphic lambda cal-
culus (see [1]). From the point of view of categorial proof theory, dinaturality is of
a certain interest because it enables permuting rules in categorial models of deductive
systems.
This paper consists of two parts. Section 2 is devoted to what was discussed above
as the abstract approach to the questions of composability of special natural transfor-
mations. It is prepared for examining “naturality” of morphisms in categories equipped
with (poly)functors of both variances and some extra structure as for example Gnite
products, coproducts, etc. We Gnd rather important the necessity of our condition on
graphs that provides composability of natural transformations. This necessity is not
of a “practical” interest, but it shows that the condition is optimal and that there is
no further strictiGcation. The second part deals with the naturality of canonical trans-
formations in bicartesian closed categories. It is prepared to justify some results that
are usually taken for granted. It also serves to show some details which may help the
reader to apply the results from the Grst part in some other situations. At the beginning
of Section 3 there is a comparison of our method with the technique used in [8] for
proving an analogous result concerning the cartesian closed case.
2. Graphs and g-dinatural transformations
This section is devoted to the notion of g-dinatural transformations. We relax the
notion of dinaturality in a way analogous to [6] in the sense that existence of dinatural
transformation between two functors does not require that they have common domain.
These transformations will serve as morphisms in a functor category whose object are
functors of the type A1×A2× · · · ×An→A for some category A, Ai ∈{A;Aop}
and arbitrary n∈N (if n=0 then the product A1×A2× · · · ×An is a trivial cat-
egory with one object and one morphism). They are always equipped with “graphs”
and this explains the letter g in the label g-dinatural. First we deGne the notion of
graph.
For m¿0 and n¿0, let M be the disjoint union {x1; x2; : : : ; xm} + {y1; y2; : : : ; yn}
whose elements we call argument places (the x’s are left-hand side argument places
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and the y’s are right-hand side argument places, and if m= n=0, M is empty). Let
G be a Gnite set and let l be a mapping l :M →{1;−1}, which intuitively denotes
the covariance or the contravariance of an argument place. If l(u)= 1 we say that u
is a positive argument place and we write u+, and if l(u)=− 1 we call it negative
argument place and we write u−. The elements of the disjoint union V =M + G are
called vertices.
Let E be a set of pairs of elements from V that we call edges. Let u∼ v mean that
there is an edge {u; v}, and let  be the reRexive and transitive closure of ∼. Then
the equivalence classes of  together with the corresponding edges from E are called
connected components or simply components. Let us enumerate these components by
1; 2; : : : ; k, (k¿0), and let  be the mapping  :V →{1; : : : ; k} that maps a vertex from
V to the number of its component. We call this function component classi6er.
For V , l and E as above, the triple (V; l; E) is called graph iM the following condi-
tions hold:
1. every vertex belongs to some edge,
2. {xi; xj}∈E iM l(xi)=− l(xj) and xi; xj are in the same component,
3. {yi; yj}∈E iM l(yi)=− l(yj) and yi; yj are in the same component,
4. {xi; yj}∈E iM l(xi)= l(yj) and xi; yj are in the same component,
5. if a component K includes an edge between two argument places, then K ∩G= ∅;
otherwise, K ∩G= {g} for some vertex g∈G, and {u; g}∈E iM u∈K\{g}.
Example 2.1. The following diagram illustrates a graph with three components, where
G is a singleton:
For a graph " we denote by "i its ith component. Let "+i and "
−
i be the sets of
positive and negative vertices from "i, respectively. Also, for a symbol a we use the
abbreviation ak for the sequence of k occurrences of this symbol.
Let for a single component graph "=(V; l; E) and a category A, T and S be
functors
T : Al(x1) × · · · ×Al(xm) →A;
S : Al(y1) × · · · ×Al(yn) →A;
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where A1 =A and A−1 =Aop. Let  be a family
{A : T (Am)→ S(An) |A ∈ Ob(A)}
of morphisms from A indexed by the set of objects from A. Such a family is called
a transformation. Then we say that  is a g-dinatural transformation from T to S
with the graph ", which is denoted by  :T ••→
"
S, if for every pair of objects A, C and
every morphism f :A→C from A, the following diagram commutes:
where 〈u; v〉 denotes the tuple of arguments with u in positive and v in negative argu-
ment places.
Let now " be a graph with k (k¿1) components, and let  be a family
{A1 ;:::;Ak : T (A(x1); : : : ; A(xm))→ S(A(y1); : : : ; A(yn)) |A1; : : : ; Ak ∈ Ob(A)}
of morphisms from A indexed by the set of k-tuples of objects from A. Then we
say that  is a g-dinatural transformation from T to S with the graph ", if for every
k − 1-tuple (A1; : : : ; Ai−1; Ai+1; : : : ; Ak) of objects from A, the subfamily
{A1 ; :::; Ai−1 ; A; Ai+1 ; :::; Ak |A ∈ Ob(A)}
of  is g-dinatural with the graph "i. (All the argument places that are not in "i are
parametrized in this case.) This means that a transformation is g-dinatural iM it is
g-dinatural in each of its components, or roughly speaking, g-dinaturality is deGned
componentwise. For the limit case, i.e., when M = ∅ (hence G= ∅ and E= ∅) in a
graph " and functors T and S from A0 to A, where A0 is the category 1∗ : ∗ →∗,
we deGne that for every f : T (∗)→ S(∗), = {f} is a g-dinatural transformation from
T to S with the graph ".
In Examples 2.2–2.4 we use some terms for morphisms representing counits and
units of adjunctions characteristic for cartesian closed categories. For the deGnitions
and corresponding equations see Section 3.1.
Example 2.2. Let C be a cartesian closed category, and let T :C×Cop×C→C and
R :C×Cop×C×C→C be two functors deGned on objects and morphisms of C by the
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formulae T (x1; x2; x3)= x1× (x2→ x3) and R(z1; z2; z3; z4)= (z1× (z2→ z3))× z4. Let "
be the graph
and let  be the following transformation:
{(1A×(A→B) × )A;B)wA×(A→B) : A× (A → B)  (A× (A → B))× B |
A; B ∈ Ob(C)}:
Then  :T ••→
"
R, because for all A, B, C and f :AC from C the following two
diagrams commute:
Example 2.3. Let  be the following transformation
{((kA × 1A→B)× 1B)(1A×(A→B) × )A;B)wA×(A→B)(1A × (kA → 1B)) |A; B ∈ C}
between the functors T :C×C→C and S :Cop×C×C→C that are deGned by the
terms x1× (I→ x2) and (I× (y1→y2))×y3, respectively, for some cartesian closed
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category C. Then we can show that  is g-dinatural with the graph
It is obvious how to show that a g-dinatural transformation is already ordinary
dinatural transformation. All that one has to do is to collapse all the argument places
of the same sign from a component into one argument place. The main purpose of
joining our graphs to the notion of dinaturality is to give an answer to the question:
“When is the composition of two dinatural transformations dinatural?” The rest of this
section is devoted to this problem.
Let *=(V*; l*; E*) where V* = {x1; : : : ; xm; y1; : : : ; yn}∪G* and +=(V+; l+; E+)
where V+ = {y1; : : : ; yn; z1; : : : ; zp}∪G+ be two graphs with k* and k+ components,
respectively, such that l* and l+ coincide on {y1; : : : ; yn} and that G* ∩G+ = ∅. Let
T : Al*(x1) ×Al*(x2) × · · · ×Al*(xm) →A;
S : Al*(y1) ×Al*(y2) × · · · ×Al+(yn) →A;
R : Al+(z1) ×Al+(z2) × · · · ×Al+(zp) →A
be three functors, and let  and  be two g-dinatural transformations:
 = {A1 ;:::;Ak* |A1; : : : ; Ak* ∈ Ob(A)} : T
••→
*
S;
 = {B1 ;:::;Bk+ |B1; : : : ; Bk+ ∈ Ob(A)} : S
••→
+
R:
By the amalgamation of * and + we mean the couple (V* ∪V+; E* + E+) denoted
by * ++. (Note that * ++ is not a graph in the sense of the deGnition above, but
we may deGne its components analogously.)
Let the amalgamation *++ have one component; then we deGne the graph +*=
(V; l; E), i.e. the composition of the graphs * and +, in the following manner:
• if m =0 or n =0 and there is no two x’s with the opposite sign and there is no
two z’s with the opposite sign and there is no x and z with the same sign, then
V = {x1; : : : ; xm; z1; : : : ; zp}∪ {g} and E= {{xi; g} | 16i6m}∪ {{zj; g} | 16j6p},
• otherwise, G is empty, V = {x1; : : : ; xm; z1; : : : ; zp} and E= {{xi; xj} | l*(xi)=− l*(xj)}
∪ {{zi; zj} | l+(zi)=− l+(zj)}∪ {{xi; zj} | l*(xi)= l+(zj)}.
In both cases, the function l is deGned so that its restriction to {x1; : : : ; xm} is l*, and
that its restriction to {z1; : : : ; zp} is l+.
In the case of more than one component in *++, we proceed analogously for each
of them to construct a component of the graph +*. Since the notion of g-dinaturality
is deGned componentwise, from now on we consider just the case when * + +, and
therefore +*, has a single component.
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Now we deGne the composition  to be the transformation
{Ak+ Ak* |A ∈ Ob(A)}:
Our question is: “Is it a g-dinatural transformation with the graph +*?”
Example 2.4. Let C, T , R be as in Example 2.2 and let S : A×Aop×A×A×Aop
×A→A be deGned on objects and morphisms by the formula
S(y1; y2; y3; y4; y5; y6) = (y1 × (y2 → y3))× (y4 × (y5 → y6)):
Let * be the thin graph and + the thick graph whose amalgamation * ++ is given
by the diagram
Let  and - be the transformations
{A;B;C = wA×(B→C) |A; B; C ∈ Ob(C)};
{-A;B;C;D;Z = 1A×(B→C) × )D;Z |A; B; C; D; Z ∈ Ob(C)}:
Then it is easy to check that  :T ••→
*
S, - : S ••→
+
R and that +*=" and -=  for ",
T , R and  from Example 2.2.
One may be tempted by these examples to conclude that the composition of
g-dinatural transformations is always g-dinatural, as it is the case with natural trans-
formations. This will be proven wrong. However, the category containing g-dinatural
transformations  and  may have strong inRuence on g-dinaturality of the composition
, but we will neglect this possible inRuence and rely only on the geometry of the
underlying graphs. An approach that treats properties intrinsic to a category that are
suHcient for dinaturality of a composition of transformations is given in [1].
The next example, although tedious, may serve as a good introduction to what
follows.
Example 2.5. Let T : A×Aop×A2→A, S : A2× (Aop)2×A× (Aop)2×A→A
and R :A→A be three functors and  :T ••→
*
S and  : S ••→
+
R two g-dinatural trans-
formations such that the amalgamation * + + (+ is bold) is given by the following
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diagram
where the components of * and + are enumerated by suitable numerals. The compo-
sition of * and + is given by the diagram
and  is g-dinatural with this graph if the following equation
R(1C)()CT (f; 1C; f2)=R(f)()AT (1A; f; 12A)
holds in A for every A, C and f :A→C from this category. We prove this by “travel-
ling” along the amalgamation *++, relying on the deGnition of , on the functoriality
of T , S and R and on the g-dinaturality of  and . We hope the reader will not be
scared with the following a rather long proof in which () means reference to the
deGnition of , (T ) means reference to functoriality of T , (3) means reference to
g-dinaturality of  in the third component of *, etc.
R(1C)()CT (f; 1C; f2)
= R(1C)C4C5T (f; 1C; f
2) ()
= R(1C)C4C5T (f; 1
3
C)T (1A; 1C; f
2) (T )
= R(1C)C4S(f; 1
7
C)A;C4T (1A; f; 1
2
C)T (1A; 1C; f
2) (1)
= R(1C)C3 ;AS(1A; 1
2
C; f; 1
4
C)A;C4T (1A; f
3) (4); (T )
= R(1C)C3 ;AS(1A; 1
2
C; 1A; f; 1
3
C)A;C2 ;A;CT (1A; f
3) (4)
= R(1C)C;A;C;AS(1A; 12C; 1
2
A; f; 1
2
C)A;C2 ;A;CT (1A; f
3) (2)
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= R(1C)C;A;C;AS(1A; 12C; 1
2
A; f; 1
2
C)S(1A; 1
2
C; 1
2
A; 1
3
C)A;C2 ;A;C
◦T (12A; f; 1C)T (1A; f; 1A; f) (T ); (S)
= R(1C)C;A;C;AS(1A; 12C; 1
2
A; f; 1
2
C)S(1A; f; 1C; 1
2
A; 1
3
C)A2 ;C;A;C
◦T (13A; 1C)T (1A; f; 1A; f) (2)
= R(1C)C;A;C;AS(1A; f; 1C; 13A; 1
2
C)S(1
2
A; 1C; 1
2
A; f; 1
2
C)A2 ;C;A;C
◦T (1A; f; 1A; f) (S); (T )
= R(1C)C;A3S(1
2
A; f; 1
3
A; f; 1C)S(1
2
A; 1C; 1
2
A; f; 1
2
C)A2 ;C;A;C
◦T (1A; f; 1A; f) (3)
= R(1C)C;A3S(1
5
A; f
2; 1C)S(12A; f; 1
2
A; 1
3
C)A2 ;C;A;CT (1
3
A; f)
◦T (1A; f; 12A) (T ); (S)
= R(1C)C;A3S(1
5
A; f
2; 1C)S(15A; 1
3
C)A4 ;CT (1
4
A)T (1A; f; 1
2
A) (3)
= R(1C)C;A3S(1
5
A; f
2; 1C)A4 ;CT (1
4
A)T (1A; f; 1
2
A) (S)
= R(1C)C;A3S(1
7
A; f)A5T (1A; f; 1
2
A) (5); (T )
= R(f)A4A5T (1A; f; 1
2
A) (1); (S)
= R(f)()AT (1A; f; 1A
2) ():
This example strengthens the impression that g-dinatural transformations give a
g-dinatural transformation in the composition, but could we repeat the above procedure
with transformations whose amalgamation of graphs is given below?
Simply, without any further assumptions on the category containing these transforma-
tions, we cannot move along this amalgamation at all.
We shall now examine properties of an amalgamation * ++ which guarantee that
the composition of  :T ••→
*
S and  : S ••→
+
R is g-dinatural. For these purposes let *
and + be as in the deGnition of amalgamation, and let * + + have one compo-
nent. We say that * + + provides g-dinaturality if for every category A, for ev-
ery triple of functors F :Al*(x1)× · · · ×Al*(xm)→A, G :Al*(y1)× · · · ×Al+(yn)→A
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and H :Al+(z1)× · · · ×Al+(zp)→A, and for every pair - : F ••→
*
G and 1 : G ••→
+
H of
g-dinatural transformations, the composition 1- is g-dinatural from F to H with the
graph +*. Let P(*;+) denote the property that * + + provides g-dinaturality. To
make easier the proof of the main result of this section, we introduce an alternative
characterization of P(*;+). In the style of [3] we introduce a free categorial object
that will serve as a template for g-dinaturality.
Let K*;+ be the category of structured categories (A; F; G; H; -; 1) for A, F , G, H ,
-, 1 as above. The morphisms of K*;+ are structure-preserving functors between these
categories. The category K*;+ has an equational presentation, as we shall see later;
hence, there exists a free object of this category generated by the arrow:
A f→C:
Denote this object by (D; T; S; R; ; ). Its explicit construction will be given soon. The
following lemma gives an alternative deGnition of P(*;+).
Lemma 2.1. The amalgamation * + + provides g-dinaturality i8 the following
diagram
commutes in D, where f :A→C is the generator of D.
Proof. The “only if” part of the lemma follows from the deGnitions of g-dinaturality
and of P(*;+). For the “if” part we rely on the universal property of the category D.
The category D can be built up from syntactical material in the following manner.
The objects of D are freely generated over the set {A; C} by the m-ary operation T ,
the n-ary operation S and the p-ary operation R. We use the schematic letters X , Y
and Z , possibly with indices, for elements of Ob(D). The primitive morphism terms
of D are:
f : A → C; 1X : X → X;
Y1 ;:::;Yk* : T (Y(x1); : : : ; Y(xm))→ S(Y(y1); : : : ; Y(yn));
Z1 ;:::;Zk+ : S(Z′(y1); : : : ; Z′(ym))→ R(Z′(z1); : : : ; Z′(zp));
for all objects X; Y1; : : : ; Yk* ; Z1; : : : ; Zk+ , where  and 
′ are component classiGers for
* and +, respectively.
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In the following deGnitions and equations let F range over the set {T; S; R}, and let
k, depending on F , be the variable for m, n or p, respectively.
Morphism terms of D are deGned inductively as follows:
1. primitive morphism terms are morphism terms,
2. if g : X →Y and h : Y →Z are morphism terms, then hg : X →Z is a morphism
term,
3. if {ti : Xi→Yi | 16i6k; and the ith argument place of F is positive} and {tj : Yj →Xj
| 16j6k; and the jth argument place of F is negative} are two sets of morphism
terms, then F(t1; : : : ; tm) : F(X1; : : : ; Xm)→F(Y1; : : : ; Ym) is a morphism term.
For morphism terms we use the schematic letters g, h, t, possibly primed and with
indices, and ≡ is used for identity of terms. Morphisms of D are the equivalence
classes of morphism terms modulo congruence generated by the following schematic
equations:
Categorial equations
(cat1) g1X = g= 1Y g,
(cat2) t(hg)= (th)g.
Functorial equations
(F) For morphism terms g1; : : : ; gk ; h1; : : : ; hk ; t1; : : : ; tk such that for every 16i6k
ti ≡
{
higi if the ith argument place of F is positive;
gihi if the ith argument place of F is negative;
F(h1; : : : ; hk)F(g1; : : : ; gk) = F(t1; : : : ; tk):
(F1) F(1X1 ; : : : ; 1Xk )= 1F(X1 ;:::;Xk ).
G-dinatural equations
() For 16i6k* and morphism terms t : X →Y , g1; : : : ; gm, g′1; : : : ; g′m, h1; : : : ; hn,
h′1; : : : ; h
′
n such that for 16j6m,
gj ≡


1Zq ; xj ∈ *q = *i;
t; xj ∈ *+i ;
1Y ; xj ∈ *−i ;
g′j ≡


1Zq ; xj ∈ *q = *i;
1X ; xj ∈ *+i ;
t; xj ∈ *−i ;
and for 16j6n,
hj ≡


1Zq ; yj ∈ *q = *i;
1Y ; yj ∈ *+i ;
t; yj ∈ *−i ;
h′j ≡


1Zq ; yj ∈ *q = *i;
t; yj ∈ *+i ;
1X ; yj ∈ *−i ;
S(h1; : : : ; hn)Z1 ;:::;Zi−1 ;Y;Zi+1 ;:::;Zk* T (g1; : : : ; gm)
= S(h′1; : : : ; h
′
n)Z1 ;:::;Zi−1 ;X;Zi+1 ;:::;Zk* T (g
′
1; : : : ; g
′
m):
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The equation () arises when we replace *, m, n, T ,  and S in () by +, n, p,
S,  and R, respectively. These three groups of equations are called K*;+-equations.
The following abbreviations will help us in a syntactical analysis of the category
D. Let [g] in a morphism term denote that the morphism term g may occur at that
position and let 5X denote a composition of q, q¿0, morphism terms 1X . Furthermore,
we will not use parentheses for composition; hence, from now on equality between
morphism terms is taken up to the associativity (cat2).
Lemma 2.2. If g : X →Y is a morphism term and X ∈{A; C}, then Y ∈{A; C} and
g≡ 5C[f]5A. In particular, if X ≡C, then Y ≡C and g= 1C .
Proof. We proceed by induction on the complexity of the morphism term g.
If g is a primitive morphism term, it is neither of the form X1 ;:::; Xk* nor Y1 ;:::; Yk+ ,
since T (X(x1); : : : ; X(xm)) =A, S(Y′(y1); : : : ; Y′(yn)) =C and the set Ob(D) is freely
generated. Hence, g≡ 1A or g≡ f .
If g is not primitive, then for the same reason as above, g is neither of the form
T (g1; : : : ; gm), nor S(h1; : : : ; hn), nor R(t1; : : : ; tp). Hence, g is a composition g2g1 for
g1 :X →Z and g2 :Z→Y . By the inductive hypothesis, since g1 is of lower complexity
than g, Z ∈{A; C} and g1≡ 5C[f]5A. Then by the induction hypothesis applied to g2,
we have Y ∈{A; C} and g2≡ 5C[f]5A. Therefore g≡ 5C[f]5A5C[f]5A, and since A =C,
we claim g≡ 5C[f]5A. The second part of the lemma follows from the fact that g is a
morphism term.
Analogously, we can prove:
Lemma 2.3. If g :X →Y is a morphism term and Y ∈{A; C}, then X ∈{A; C} and
g≡ 5C[f]5A.
Let T abbreviate a composition of q, q¿0, morphism terms of the form 5T (5C[f]5A;
: : : ; 5C[f]5A)5, and let S and R mean the same for S and R instead of T , respectively.
Denote by M the set of morphism terms of the form
RY1 ;:::;Yk+SX1 ;:::;Xk*T
for X1; : : : ; Xk* ; Y1; : : : ; Yk+ ∈{A; C}, whose type is T 〈A; C〉→R〈C; A〉.
Lemma 2.4. The set M is closed under equality.
Proof. A substitution of equalities according to the categorial and functorial equations
does not change the form of a term from M. Substitutions of equalities according
to the “limit” cases of () and () cause suspicion. Such is, for example, the case
of substitution according to () when *+i ∩{x1; : : : ; xm}=*−i ∩{y1; : : : ; yn}= ∅. If g′
is a term obtained by such a substitution from an M morphism term g, then an
arbitrary morphism term t :X →C may occur as an argument of T and S, and this
X may occur as an argument of  in g′. However, Lemma 2.3 guarantees that then
X ∈{A; C} and t≡ 5C[f]5A, hence g′ remains in M. We deal with the other limit
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cases analogously, referring to Lemmata 2.2 and 2.3 when necessary. Nonlimit cases
of substitution according to () and () are obviously harmless.
Example 2.6. Let * and + be as in Example 2.4. Consider the morphism term
h ≡ S(15A; 13C)A4 ;CT (14A):
By g-dinaturality of  in the third component of *, it is equal to
h′ = S(12A; t; 1
2
A; 1
3
C)A2 ; X; A;CT (1
3
A; t)
for some t :A→X . Then by Lemma 2.2, X ∈{A; C} and t≡ 5C[f]5A which is enough
for a term to remain in M after the substitution of h′ for h in it.
Let (nat) denote the equation
R〈1C; f〉Ck+ Ck* T 〈f ; 1C〉 = R〈f ; 1A〉Ak+ Ak* T 〈1A; f〉:
It is clear that (nat) means commutativity of the diagram from Lemma 2.1, and there-
fore
(nat) ⇔ P(*;+):
So to prove that P(*;+) is decidable we may use a normalization procedure in a
rewrite system corresponding to the equational theory of M. Actually, we have two
notions of reductions. The Grst one is called CF (categorial-functorial reduction), and
its redexes and contracta are the following:
CF step redex contractum
(1) g1 g
(2) 1g g
(3) F(h1; : : : ; hk)F(g1; : : : ; gk) F(t1; : : : ; tk)
(4) F(1X1 ; : : : ; 1Xk ) 1F(D1 ;:::;Dk )
In the last two steps F , k, g’s, h’s and t’s satisfy the conditions from the functorial
equations above.
Since a CF-redex and the corresponding contractum are equal, by Lemma 2.4, we
have that a term remains in M after a CF-reduction.
By the following lemma we have that each morphism term g from M has a unique
CF-normal form, which we denote by CF(g).
Lemma 2.5. CF is strongly normalizing and weakly Church–Rosser.
Proof. For strong normalization it is enough to note that a CF contractum is of lower
complexity than the corresponding redex.
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The only interesting cases in proving that CF is weakly Church–Rosser are the
following (the other cases of ramiGcation, roughly speaking, commute):
and the analogous cases starting with F(1k)F(g1; : : : ; gk).
Let M0 be the set of morphism terms from M in CF-normal form. Henceforth,
we use the abbreviations X˜ ; Y˜ ; Z˜ ; : : : for tuples of elements from the set {A; C} and
g˜; h˜; t˜; : : : for tuples of elements from the set {1A; 1C; f}. From now on, a subterm in
square brackets occurs only if at least one of its arguments is f . With this notation,
we have that each member of M0 is of the shape
[R(˜t)]Y˜ [S(h˜)]X˜ [T (g˜)]:
The second notion of reduction, called D-reduction, where D stands for dinatural,
is deGned on morphism terms from M0. A peculiarity of this reduction is that it is
applicable only to the entire term as the redex, and not to its subterms. Otherwise, it
would be possible to get out of M0.
For every i, 16i6k* and X˜ ; Y˜ ; g˜; h˜; t˜ such that both sets {hj |yj ∈*−i } and {gj | xj ∈
*+i } are subsets of the singleton {f}, the morphism term from M0 of the following
form (whose type must be T 〈A; C〉→R〈C; A〉)
[R(˜t)]Y˜ [S(h˜)]X1 ; :::; Xi−1 ; C; Xi+1 ; :::; Xk* [T (g˜)]
is a redex and
[R(˜t)]Y˜ [S(h˜
′)]X1 ; :::; Xi−1 ; A; Xi+1 ; :::; Xk* [T (g˜
′)];
where
g′j ≡


gj; xj ∈ *i;
1A; xj ∈ *+i ;
f ; xj ∈ *−i ;
and h′j ≡


hj; yj ∈ *i;
f ; yj ∈ *+i ;
1A; yj ∈ *−i ;
is the contractum of an (i)-step of D-reduction. Note that both the redex and the
contractum of this step are in M0. It follows from this fact, together with Lemmata 2.2
and 2.3, that {hj |yj ∈*+i } and {gj | xj ∈*−i } are subsets of {1C}.
Analogously, for a Gxed 16i6k+, we introduce (i)-steps of D-reduction whose
redexes are terms from M0 of the form
[R(˜t)]Y1 ; :::; Yi−1 ; C; Yi+1 ; :::; Yk+ [S(h˜)]X˜ [T (g˜)]
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with both sets {tj | zj ∈+−i } and {hj |yj ∈++i } being subsets of the singleton {f}; the
corresponding contractum is the morphism term:
[R(t˜′)]Y1 ;:::;Yi−1 ;A;Yi+1 ;:::;Yk+ [S(h˜
′)]X˜ [T (g˜)];
where
h′j ≡


hj; yj ∈ +i;
1A; yj ∈ ++i ;
f ; xj ∈ +−i ;
and t′j ≡


tj; zj ∈ +i;
f ; zj ∈ ++i ;
1A; zj ∈ +−i :
Example 2.7. For * and + as in Example 2.4 we have the following (1) step of
D-reduction:
R(1C)C4C5T (f ; 1C; f
2)❀ R(1C)C4S(f ; 1
7
C)A;C4T (1A; f
3):
By the following lemma we establish the uniqueness of D-normal form of a mor-
phism term from M0. We denote the D-normal form of g by D(g).
Lemma 2.6. D is strongly normalizing and weakly Church–Rosser.
Proof. The strong normalization property follows from the fact that every reduction
step decreases the number of C’s as arguments of  and . For the proof that D is
weakly Church–Rosser, we rely on the following facts:
1. reduction steps (i) and (j) ((i) and (j)) commute for i = j, since connected
components of a graph are disjoint,
2. if a term from M0 is the redex of (i) and (j) reduction steps, then there is no
q, 16q6n, for which yq is in both *i and +j. This is because from the initial
assumption it follows that yq ∈*+i claims hq≡ 1C and yq ∈++j claims hq≡ f and
from the similar reason yq cannot be a negative vertex in *i ∩+j. Hence, the re-
duction steps (i) and (j) act on disjoint sets of arguments of T , S, R,  and 
and therefore commute.
We shall Gnd Lemmata 2.5 and 2.6 very useful for
Theorem 2.1. Equality in M is decidable.
Proof. It is enough to show that for two morphism terms g1 and g2 from M the
following equivalence holds:
g1 = g2 iM D(CF(g1)) ≡ D(CF(g2)):
The if part of this equivalence is trivial since all the reductions are covered by our
equations (CF-reductions are covered by categorial and functorial equations and for
D-reductions we need all K*;+ equations).
To prove the only if part, we rely on the equality axioms (reRexivity, symmetry,
transitivity and congruence), and we assume that g2 is the result of a substitution of
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a term for a subterm of g1 according to a K*;+ equation. (By the equality axioms,
we must have a chain of morphism terms g1≡ h0 = h1 = · · · = hq≡ g2 such that for
adjacent terms, one is obtained from the other by a substitution described above.) If
the equation in question is a categorial or functorial equation, then by Lemma 2.5, we
have that CF(g1)≡CF(g2); hence D(CF(g1))≡D(CF(g2)). If we deal with a dinatural
equation, then it is clear that we need just one step of D-reduction to reduce CF(g1)
to CF(g2) or vice versa, and therefore, by Lemma 2.6, D(CF(g1))≡D(CF(g2)).
Corollary. The property P(*;+) is decidable.
Let us transform the equation (nat) by deleting superRuous subterms, if necessary,
to obtain the following equation:
(cfnat) [R〈1C; f〉]Ck+ Ck* [T 〈f ; 1C〉] = [R〈f ; 1A〉]Ak+ Ak* [T 〈1A; f〉]:
It is easy to see that the left-hand side (LHS) and the right-hand side (RHS) of
(cfnat) are in CF-normal form. Moreover, RHS is in D-normal form too. Therefore,
the property P(*;+) is equivalent to
D(LHS) ≡ RHS:
We use this equivalence in order to establish some geometrical conditions of the
amalgamation * + +, which are equivalent to P(*;+). For this reason we intro-
duce the following auxiliary notation. For a graph " and v∈V"\G", let "v be the
set {w∈|; "(v)\G" | {v; w} =∈E"}, and let "′v be the set {w∈"(v)\G" | {v; w}∈E"}.
With this notation, in Example 2.4, we have +y2 = {y2}, +′y2 = {y3; y7}, *x1 = {x1},
*′x1 = {x2; y1}, *x4 = {x4; y3}, *′x4 = ∅, etc.
Lemma 2.7. For a positive yi let a morphism term fromM0 in which the ith argument
of S is 1C , reduce by a sequence of D-reductions to a term in which this argument is
f . Then this sequence of reductions includes a step in whose redex all the argument
places from *′yi are occupied by f and the ith argument of S is 1C .
Proof. Suppose that
(1) [R(t˜0)]Y˜ 0 [S(h˜
0)]X˜ 0 [T (g˜
0)]❀ [R(t˜1)]Y˜ 1 [S(h˜
1)]X˜ 1 [T (g˜
1)]
❀ · · ·❀ [R(t˜q)]Y˜ q [S(h˜q)]X˜ q [T (g˜q)];
is the shortest sequence of D-reductions for which the lemma fails. Hence, h0i ≡ 1C
and hqi ≡ f . We claim that h1i ≡ 1C , otherwise we would have a shorter sequence than
the initial for which the lemma fails. Also, h1i is not f ; otherwise, the Grst reduc-
tion step requires all the argument places from *′yi in the redex to be occupied by
f , which together with h0i ≡ 1C contradicts the assumption that the lemma fails. Even-
tually, h1i ≡ 1A is impossible because there is no D-reduction step transforming 1C to
1A directly. Hence, the lemma holds, since we have exhausted all the possibilities for
h1i .
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Lemma 2.8. For a positive yi let a morphism term from M0, in which the ith ar-
gument of S belongs to the set {f ; 1C}, reduce by a sequence of D-reductions to a
term in which this argument is 1A. Then this sequence of reductions includes a step
in whose redex all the argument places from +yi are occupied by f and in whose con-
tractum all the argument places from +yi are occupied by 1A and all the argument
places from +′yi are occupied by f .
Proof. Let again (1) be a shortest sequence of reductions for which the lemma fails.
Note that h0i ∈{f ; 1C} and hqi ≡ 1A. Now h1i is neither f nor 1c; otherwise we would
have a shorter sequence for which the lemma fails. Also, h1i ≡ 1A; otherwise, the Grst
reduction step requires arguments in the redex and in the contractum such that it
contradicts the assumption that the lemma fails.
We can prove the following two lemmata analogously.
Lemma 2.9. For a negative yi let a morphism term from M0, in which the ith ar-
gument of S is 1C , reduce by a sequence of D-reductions to a term in which this
argument is f . Then this sequence of reductions includes a step in whose redex all
the argument places from +′yi are occupied by f and the ith argument of S is 1C .
Lemma 2.10. For a negative yi let a morphism term from M0 in which the ith
argument of S belongs to the set {f ; 1C}, reduce by a sequence of D-reductions to
a term in which this argument is 1A. Then this sequence of reductions includes a
step in whose redex all the argument places from *yi are occupied by f and in whose
contractum all the argument places from *yi are occupied by 1A and all the argument
places from *′yi are occupied by f .
In the sequel we also refer to the propositions concerning an x or a z vertex instead
of yi, which are analogous to the last four lemmata.
We are ready to deGne a geometrical criterion for P(*;+). Let v1; v2; : : : ; vq be a
sequence of vertices and let e1; e2; : : : ; eq−1 be a sequence of edges from * ++ such
that e1 = {v1; v2}, e2 = {v2; v3}, etc., and such that for each pair of adjacent edges, one
belongs to E* and the other to E+. We call such a pair of sequences an alternating
chain. If v1 = vq, then the alternating chain is called an alternating loop. Note that
in the latter case, the edges e1 and eq−1 are not in the same graph, and the name
alternating loop is still justiGed. Here is a necessary condition for P(*;+).
Lemma 2.11. If * + + provides g-dinaturality, then there are no alternating loops
in it.
Proof. From the deGnition of graph it follows that the sequence of vertices in an
alternating loop consists of an even number of mutually distinct y’s. Suppose now that
P(*;+) holds but that *++ includes an alternating loop. For the sake of clarity we
use the simplest case with the loop whose vertices are y+i and y
−
j and whose edges
are e1 arising from {yi; yj}∈E* and e2 arising from {yi; yj}∈E+. In all the other
cases we can proceed analogously.
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By the corollary of Theorem 2.1 and by the assumption P(*;+) we have that the
term
g1 ≡ [R〈1C; f〉]Ck+ Ck* [T 〈f ; 1C〉]
reduces by a D-reduction to the term
g2 ≡ [R〈f ; 1A〉]Ak+ Ak* [T 〈1A; f〉]:
By Lemma 2.8, this reduction must be of the form
g1 ❀ · · ·❀ g3 ❀ · · ·❀ g2
with g3 being an M0 morphism term whose ith argument of S is f . Then by Lemma
2.7 this reduction must be of the form
g1 ❀ · · ·❀ g4 ❀ · · ·❀ g3 ❀ · · ·❀ g2
with being g4 an M0 morphism term whose jth argument place of S is f . By Lemma
2.9, the reduction must be of the form
g1 ❀ · · ·❀ g5 ❀ · · ·❀ g4 ❀ · · ·❀ g3 ❀ · · ·❀ g2
with the ith argument of S being f in g5. Now we can repeat this procedure endlessly
which contradicts to the Gniteness of the reduction.
The necessity of our geometrical condition for P(*;+) is of rather smaller practical
interest for the purpose of proving dinaturality of transformations. It can be used in a
construction of a countermodel for the dinaturality of composition. However, the other
direction of the lemma above is much more useful and we are going to prove it now.
For this purposes we deGne the following binary relation ¡" in the set of the argument
places of a graph ": every positive left-hand side argument place u is in the relation
¡" with every element of "′u and every negative right-hand side argument place v is
in the relation ¡" with every member of "′v . For an amalgamation * ++ let ¡ be
the union of ¡* and ¡+. By this deGnition, we have the following chains arranged
by ¡ in Example 2.4:
x1 ¡ x2
x1 ¡ y1 ¡ y4 ¡ y5 ¡ y6 ¡ y8 ¡ z1
x3 ¡ y2 ¡ y7 ¡ y8 ¡ z1
x3 ¡ y2 ¡ y3
x4
Lemma 2.12. If there are no alternating loops in * + +, then this amalgamation
provides g-dinaturality.
Proof. Let 6 be the reRexive and transitive closure of ¡ deGned as above in the
set of argument places from *∪+. This set is partially ordered by 6 because of the
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absence of alternating loops in * + +. Suppose now that P(* + +) fails; i.e., for
equality (cfnat) we have
D(LHS) ≡ [R(˜t)]Y˜ [S(h˜)]X˜ [T (g˜)] ≡ RHS:
Hence, at least one of the following cases must occur in D(LHS):
1. An argument of R, S or T is 1C .
2. For some i such that xi is positive, gi is f .
3. For some i such that xi is negative, gi is 1A.
4. For some i, hi is f .
5. For some i such that zi is positive, ti is 1A.
6. For some i such that zi is negative, ti is f .
Cases 3 and 5 are impossible since the reduction preserves types of morphism terms.
Suppose now that we have Case 1. In the ordering 6, let an argument place v be
minimal such that it is occupied by 1C in D(LHS). The vertex v is neither of the form
x+ nor z− for the same reason as above. Suppose that v≡ x−i . We deal with the other
cases analogously. The set *′xi could not be empty; otherwise, D(LHS) is the redex
of an (i) step of D-reduction. An argument place from *′xi could not be occupied by
1C in D(LHS), since for every v∈*′xi , v¡xi. If all the argument places from *′xi are
occupied by f in D(LHS), then it is not in normal form. If an argument place from
*′xi is occupied by 1A in D(LHS), then by an analogue of Lemma 2.8 (concerning the
vertex xi instead of yi) the reduction
LHS ❀ · · ·❀ D(LHS)
includes a step in whose redex the ith argument of T is f . Since there is no reduction
transforming f into 1C , and since gi≡ 1C in D(LHS), this is impossible. Therefore,
Case 1 leads to a contradiction.
Suppose now we have Case 2. As we have just seen, Case 1 does not obtain. If all
the argument places from *xi are occupied by f in D(LHS), then it is not a D-normal
form. Let xj ∈*xi be occupied by 1A. The other cases are dealt with analogously. By
an analogue of Lemma 2.8 (concerning xj instead of yi) the reduction
LHS ❀ · · ·❀ D(LHS)
includes a step in whose contractum all the argument places from *xi are occupied by
1A. Hence xi is occupied by 1A in this morphism term. Since no reduction transforms
1A into f , this is impossible. With cases 4 and 6 we deal analogously.
Composing the previous two lemmata, we obtain the main result of the section.
Theorem 2.2. P(*;+) i8 *++ does not include alternating loops.
Note that this theorem considers just a single component amalgamation *++, but as
it was mentioned earlier, this result holds universally since the notion of g-dinaturality
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is deGned componentwise. Also, we have reduced our considerations to functors with
arguments from one category. The generalization is trivial but it would complicate the
notation which is already, by our opinion, at the limit of acceptability.
It is time now to compare this result with a classical one from [6], which has served
as an inspiration for our Theorem 2.2. However, the basis of [6] (deGnitions of graph
and naturality) was created to Gt applications involving symmetric monoidal closed
categories (cf. [11]), and it is obvious that we have here in mind a more involved case
of bicartesian closed categories. We believe that our result may be applicable beyond
this limitation. It is easy to see how the part of our theorem concerning suHciency of
the given condition for P(*;+) captures the main result given in [6]. The lack of closed
curves in *++ (denoted by compatibility of graphs * and +), which was taken there
as suHcient for P(*;+), has as a trivial consequence the lack of alternating loops.
In fact, these two conditions are equivalent in the scope of the restricted deGnition of
graph given in [6], since there are no points of ramiGcation in *++. However, in our
context the presence of closed curves is harmless for dinaturality by itself; we must
instead rely on the absence of alternating loops in amalgamations in order to guarantee
dinaturality. It appears in the literature (see [2]) that this variant of the compatibility
criterion for graphs is taken instead of the one formulated in [6].
3. Dinaturality in bicartesian closed categories
To the reader who is familiar with applications of cut-elimination in categories [11–
13,3], our Lemma 2.12 is suHcient for proving dinaturality of canonical transformations
in categories supporting a certain form of cut-elimination. In this way, one can prove the
main result from [8], i.e. dinaturality of canonical transformations in a cartesian closed
category just by sketching the graphs of categorially deGned sequent rules and without
checking the commutativity of corresponding diagrams. In the sequel we give in detail
an example of possible application of our technique, which leads to the extension of
the result from [8] to bicartesian closed case. However, this extension can be proved in
the style of [8] if we take for granted the cut-elimination for these categories. Although
the cut-elimination for bicartesian closed categories seams to be a folklore, it contains
some subtleties that Gentzen need not have to consider in his proof of cut-elimination
in the intuitionistic propositional logic (see [7]). Since we cannot give any reference
where the reader can Gnd precise and for our purposes adequate formulation of this
result, we will present it here with a proof containing suHciently enough details. Our
approach to this problem is diMerent from the one given in [8] where the functor
category restricted to functors with the same domain is again cartesian closed, but the
product is just a partial operation in the category of all functors considered. Below, we
deGne a functor category equipped with two monoidal structures, which is closed with
respect to one of them but it is not bicartesian closed. This diMerence appears because
we do not compress the arguments of functors as it was done in [8]. By the same
reason, we have advantage to deGne the correspondence between our functor category
and an appropriate sequent system in a straightforward manner. This section starts with
a deGnition of bicartesian closed categories.
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3.1. Bicartesian closed categories
By a bicartesian closed category we mean a category equipped with Gnite products
and coproducts, including initial and terminal objects, which is closed in the sense that
for every object A, the functor A× has the right adjoint A→ . This category may
serve as a framework for the categorial proof theory of intuitionistic propositional logic.
However, despite that we are using a very traditional categorial object, our notation
and deGnitions are a little bit unusual. This choice is forced by the technique that we
intend to use here, and we believe that it is optimal.
Notation. For objects we use the schematic letters A; B; C; : : : ; A1; : : :, and for morphisms
the schematic letters f; g; h; : : : ; f1; : : : The product of A and B is denoted by A×B,
and the coproduct by A + B. We use O and I to specify the initial and the terminal
object of a category. To denote that a morphism f has the source A and the target
B we use the notation f :AB, and we say that f is of the type AB. Apart from
the logical motivation for the symbol  instead of → , we have another reason, which
comes from our intention to write complex objects linearly: we use A→B instead of
BA for exponentiation, i.e. the image of B under the right adjoint of the functor A× .
Also, to avoid too many parentheses, we assume that the morphism operation ◦ binds
more strongly than × ;+; → ; for example, we write g ◦f× h for (g ◦f)× h.
A bicartesian closed category B satisGes:
For every triple A; B; C of objects from B, we have the following special morphisms
in B:
1A :AA;
A :A× IA; iA :AA× I;
b→A;B;C :A× (B×C) (A×B)×C; b←A;B;C : (A×B)×C A× (B×C);
cA;B :A×BB×A;
wA :AA×A; kA :A I;
mA :A+ AA; lA : OA;
l1A;B :AA+ B; l2A;B :BA+ B;
A;B : A× (A→B)B; A;B :BA→ (A×B);
and the following operations on morphisms:
f :AB g :BC
g ◦f :AC
;
f :AB g :C D
f→ g :B→C A→D
;
f :AB g :C D
f× g :A×C B×D
;
f :AB g :C D
f + g : A+ C B+ D
:
Also, the following equations must be satisGed:
(cat 1) 1B ◦f=f ◦ 1A =f;
(cat 2) h ◦ (g ◦f)= (h ◦ g) ◦f;
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(× 1) 1A× 1B = 1A×B;
(× 2) (g1 ◦ g2)× (f1 ◦f2)= (g1×f1) ◦ (g2×f2);
() f ◦ A = B ◦ (f× 1I);
(i) A ◦ iA = 1A; iA ◦ A = 1A×I;
(c) I ◦ c= I;
(b) ((f× g)× h) ◦ b→A;C;E = b→B;D;F ◦ (f× (g× h));
(bb) b→A;B;C ◦ b←A;B;C = 1(A× B)×C; b←A;B;C ◦ b→A;B;C = 1A×(B×C);
(b5) b→A×B;C;D ◦ b→A;B;C×D =(b→A;B;C × 1D) ◦ b→A;B×C;D ◦ (1A× b→B;C;D);
(c) (g×f) ◦ cA;C = cB;D ◦ (f× g);
(cc) cB;A ◦ cA;B = 1A×B;
(bc) (A× 1B) ◦ b→A; I;B = 1A× B ◦ cI;B;
(bc6) b→C;A;B ◦ cA×B;C ◦ b→A;B;C =(cA;C × 1B) ◦ b→A;C;B ◦ (1A× cB;C);
(w) (f×f) ◦wA =wB ◦f;
(w) I ◦wI = 1I;
(bw) b→A;A;A ◦ (1A×wA) ◦wA =(wA× 1A) ◦wA;
(cw) cA;A ◦wA =wA;
(bcw8) cmA;B;A;B ◦wA×B =wA×wB; where
cmA;B;C;D =
df b→A;C;B×D ◦ (1A× (b←C;B;D ◦ (cB;C × 1D) ◦ b→B;C;D)) ◦ b←A;B;C×D;
(k) for f :A I; f= kA;
(kw) A ◦ (1A× kA) ◦wA = 1A;
(+1) 1A + 1B = 1A+B;
(+2) (g1 ◦ g2) + (f1 ◦f2)= (g1 + f1) ◦ (g2 + f2);
(l1) (f1 + f2) ◦ l1A1 ;A2 = l1B1 ;B2 ◦f1;
(l2) (f1 + f2) ◦ l2A1 ;A2 = l2B1 ;B2 ◦f2;
(l) for f : OA; f= lA;
(m) f ◦mA =mB ◦ (f + f);
(lm1) mA ◦ l1A;A = 1A =mA ◦ l2A;A;
(lm2) mA+B ◦ (l1A;B + l2A;B)= 1A+B;
(→ 1) 1A→ 1B = 1A→ B;
(→ 2) (g1 ◦ g2)→ (f1 ◦f2)= (g2→f1) ◦ (g1→f1);
(1) f ◦ C;A = C;B ◦ (1C × (1C →f));
(1) (1C → (1C ×f)) ◦ C;A = C;B ◦f;
(2) B;C ◦ (f× (1B→ 1C))= A;C ◦ (1A× (f→ 1C));
(2) (f→ (1B× 1C)) ◦ B;C =(1A→ (f× 1C)) ◦ A;C ;
(1) (1A→ A;B) ◦ A;A→ B = 1A→ B;
(1) A;A× B ◦ (1A× A;B)= 1A×B:
It is easy to extract the deGnitions of symmetric monoidal closed, cartesian closed and
bicartesian categories from the deGnition above. This is the Grst reason to accept the
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approach above to bicartesian closed categories. Another reason is the sequent system
that we are going to deal with, and the process of cut-elimination tied to it.
The proof that the above deGnition is equivalent to the equational deGnition of
bicartesian closed categories given in [14] requires some eMort, but we will not go into
this matter here.
3.2. Bicartesian closed canonical transformations
By a bicartesian closed canonical (also called allowable) transformation in a bi-
cartesian closed category B we mean a set of morphisms from this category indexed
by the objects from B, deGned in terms of the special morphisms and the morphism
operations from the deGnition given in Section 3.1. Formally, it can be deGned in the
following manner.
Let FB be the category whose objects are functors of types B0→B, where B0 is
the trivial category 1∗ : ∗ →∗, or Bl1 × · · · ×Blm →B for m¿0 and li ∈ {−1; 1}.
We deGne Ob(FB) inductively by
1B : B→ B ∈ Ob(FB);
I : B0 → B (I(∗) = I) ∈ Ob(FB);
O : B0 → B (O(∗) = O) ∈ Ob(FB):
If F :Bl1 × · · ·×Blm →B and G :Blm+1 × · · ·×Blm+n →B are in Ob(FB), then
1. F ⊗G :Bl1 × · · ·×Blm ×Blm+1 × · · ·×Blm+n →B, such that (F ⊗G)(x1; : : : ; xm+n) is
F(x1; : : : ; xn)×G(xm+1; : : : ; xm+n), is in Ob(FB),
2. F ⊕G :Bl1 × · · ·×Blm ×Blm+1 × · · ·×Blm+n →B, such that (F ⊕G)(x1; : : : ; xm+n) is
F(x1; : : : ; xn) + G(xm+1; : : : ; xm+n), is in Ob(FB), and
3. F→G :B−l1 × · · ·×B−lm ×Blm+1 × · · ·×Blm+n →B, such that (F→G)(x1; : : : ;
xm+n) is F(x1; : : : ; xn)→G(xm+1; : : : ; xm+n), is in Ob(FB).
The set of canonical transformations that we deGne below will be the set of morphisms
from FB. Each canonical transformation is a set of B morphisms indexed by tuples of
objects from B, together with a graph deGned as in Section 2. First we deGne primitive
canonical transformations for every F :Bl1 × · · ·×Blm →B; G :Blm+1 × · · ·×Blm+n
→B and H :Blm+n+1 × · · ·×Blm+n+p →B from Ob(FB).
1F = {1F(A˜) | A˜∈ (Ob(B))m} is a primitive canonical transformation from F to F
with the graph whose vertices are xlii ; 16i6m, and y
li
i ; 16i6m, and whose edges
are {xi; yi}; 16i6m.
F = {F(A˜) | A˜∈ (Ob(B))m} is a primitive canonical transformation from F ⊗ I to F
whose graph is identical to the graph of 1F .
cF;G = {cF(A˜);G(B˜) | A˜∈ (Ob(B))m; B˜∈ (Ob(B))n} is a primitive canonical transforma-
tion from F ⊗G to G⊗F with the graph whose vertices are xlkk ; 16k6m+ n; ylm+jj ;
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16j6n and ylin+i ; 16i6m, and whose edges are {xi; yn+i}; 16i6m and {xm+j; yj};
16j6n.
wF = {wF(A˜) | A˜∈ (Ob(B))m} is a primitive canonical transformation from F to F ⊗F
with the graph whose vertices are xlii ; y
li
i and y
li
m+i ; 16i6m, and whose edges are
{xi; yi} and {xi; ym+i}; 16i6m.
kF = {kF(A˜) | A˜∈ (Ob(B))m} is a primitive canonical transformation from F to I with
the graph whose vertices are xlii and gi; 16i6m, and whose edges are {xi; gi}; 16
i6m.
F;G = {F(A˜);G(B˜) | A˜∈ (Ob(B))m; B˜∈ (Ob(B))n} is a primitive canonical transforma-
tion from F ⊗ (F→G) to G with the graph whose vertices are xlii ; x−lim+i ; 16i6m and
xlm+j2m+j; y
lm+j
j ; 16j6n, and whose edges are {xi; xm+i}; 16i6m and {x2m+j; yj}; 16
j6n.
Analogously, we deGne the primitive canonical transformations iF from F to F ⊗ I;
b→F;G;H from F ⊗ (G⊗H) to (F ⊗G)⊗H; b←F;G;H from (F ⊗G)⊗H to F ⊗ (G⊗H);
lF from O to F; l1F;G from F to F ⊕G; l2F;G from G to F ⊕G; mF from F ⊕F to
F and F;G from G to F→ (F ⊗G) with corresponding graphs. It is not diHcult to
show that every primitive canonical transformation is g-dinatural with respect to the
associated graph.
Next we deGne the following operations on canonical transformations.
If = {A1 ;:::; Ak" |A1; : : : ; Ak" ∈Ob(B)} is a canonical transformation from F to G
with the graph ", then for l¿1
i1 ; :::; il = {A1 ; :::; Ak" |A1; : : : ; Ak" ∈ Ob(B); Ai1 = Ai2 = · · · = Ail}
is a canonical transformation from F to G with the graph obtained from " by addition
of edges between the vertices from the components i1; : : : ; il in order to obtain one com-
ponent of the new graph. We call i1 ;:::; il a subtransformation of . It is easy to verify
that if a canonical transformation is g-dinatural, then each of its subtransformations is
g-dinatural, too.
If = {A1 ;:::; Ak* |A1; : : : ; Ak* ∈Ob(B)} and = {B1 ;:::; Bk+ |B1; : : : ; Bk+ ∈Ob(B)} are
two canonical transformations from F to G and from H to J , respectively, then
⊗  = {A1 ; :::; Ak* × B1 ; :::; Bk+ |A1; : : : ; Bk+ ∈ Ob(B)};
⊕  = {A1 ; :::; Ak* + B1 ; :::; Bk+ |A1; : : : ; Bk+ ∈ Ob(B)};
 →  = {A1 ; :::; Ak* → B1 ; :::; Bk+ |A1; : : : ; Bk+ ∈ Ob(B)}
are canonical transformations from F ⊗H to G⊗ J , from F ⊕H to G⊕ J , and from
G→H to F→ J , respectively. If * is the graph of  and + is the graph of , then
the graphs of ⊗ ; ⊕  and →  are obtained as disjoint unions of * and +,
where in the last case, * occurs inverted. We denote these graphs by *⊗+; *⊕+
and *→+, respectively.
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Example 3.8. Let * be the graph on left-hand side and + the graph on right-hand
side of the picture below.
Then *⊗+ and *⊕+ are identical and given by the diagram on left-hand side and
*→+ is given by the diagram on right-hand side below.
Moreover, canonical transformations are closed under composition deGned as in
Section 2; i.e. if  is a canonical transformation from F to G with the graph *
and  is a canonical transformation from G to H with the graph +, then  deGned
as in Section 2, is a canonical transformation with the graph +*. For the sake of
associativity, the equality of graphs is taken up to renaming the vertices.
It can be veriGed that FB is indeed a category with the identity morphism for F
being 1F and the composition of  and  being  deGned as above. We leave the
details about the structure of this category for another occasion.
Our aim is to show that all the morphisms from FB are g-dinatural transformations.
It is easy to see that the only obstacle for this is the composition of canonical trans-
formations. To show that composition is now harmless too, we use the results from
Section 2 and the procedure of cut-elimination in an adequate sequent system.
The following example shows that the results from Section 2 are not suHcient for
our aims before a further analysis of properties peculiar to bicartesian closed categories.
Example 3.9. Let  be the following composition (associated to the right) of canonical
transformations:
()1;1 ⊗ 11→1)b→1; (1→1);(1→1)()1;1 ⊗ 1(1→1)⊗(1→1))b→1;1→1; (1→1)⊗(1→1)
◦ (11 ⊗ (11→1 ⊗ w1→1))(11 ⊗ w1→1)
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and let  be 1;1. From the facts that the primitive canonical transformations are
g-dinatural, that ⊗ preserves g-dinaturality, and from Theorem 2.2, it follows that
 and  are g-dinatural transformations whose amalgamation of graphs is given by the
following diagram.
Since an alternating loop occurs in this amalgamation, by Theorem 2.2 there is a
composition of g-dinatural transformations with such graphs, which is not g-dinatural.
Of course, it does not mean that  is not g-dinatural. However, each element of 
is in the composition of canonical transformations
1 = b→1⊗(1→1);(1→1);(1→1)b
→
1;1→1;(1→1)⊗(1→1)(11 ⊗ (11→1 ⊗ w1→1))(11 ⊗ w1→1)
and
1 = )1;1()1;1 ⊗ 11→1)()1;1 ⊗ 1(1→1)⊗(1→1)):
The g-dinaturality of 1, and of 11 too, follows from Theorem 2.2. Hence, from these
two facts it follows that  is g-dinatural. In the sequel, we generalize the idea from
the example above to the case of an arbitrary composition of canonical transformations.
For this purpose we need the following deGnitions.
Let  be a canonical transformation. Denote by C() the set of canonical transfor-
mations deGned inductively by
1. ∈C(),
2. if ∈C() and F ∈Ob(FB), then (⊗ 1F) and (1F ⊗ ) are in C().
Let AF;G;H from F ⊗ (G⊕H) to (F ⊗G)⊕ (F ⊗H) be the following canonical trans-
formation:
)F;(F⊗G)⊕ (F⊗H)(1F ⊗mF→((F⊗G)⊕ (F⊗H))((1F → l1F⊗G;F⊗H )F;G
+((1F → l2F⊗G;F⊗H )F;H ))):
Next we deGne the set Constr(B) of constructible canonical transformations. This
name comes from the analogous notion from [11].
1. Primitive canonical transformations are in Constr(B).
2. If  from F to G is in C() for  be among b←T; S; R; b
→
T; S; R; cT; S ; wT ; kT ; T ; 
i
T for
some T; S; R∈Ob(FB), and - from G to H is in Constr(B), then - is in Constr(B).
3. If  and  are in Constr(B) then ⊗  is in Constr(B).
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4. If  from F ⊗G to H and  from J ⊗G to H are in Constr(B), then mH (⊕ )(cG;F
⊕ cG; J )AF; J;GcF⊕J;G is in Constr(B).
5. If  from F to G is in Constr(B) then l1G;H and l
2
G;H are in Constr(B).
6. If  from F ⊗G to H is in Constr(B) then (1F → )F;G is in Constr(B).
7. If  from F to G and  from H ⊗ J to T are in Constr(B) then ((G;H (⊗ 1G→H ))
⊗ 1J ) is in Constr(B).
Lemma 3.13. Each constructible canonical transformation is g-dinatural with respect
to its own graph.
Proof. It is easy to verify that the primitive canonical transformations are g-dinatural.
(This follows from equations (), (b), (c), (w), (k), (l1), (l2), (l), (m), (1), (1),
(2) and (2).) Also it is easy to see that if  and  are g-dinatural, then such are
⊗ ; ⊕  and → , too. For the rest, we rely on Theorem 2.2.
3.3. A category-like sequent system for intuitionistic propositional logic
In this section we carry out a cut-elimination procedure in an auxiliary sequent
system for intuitionistic propositional logic, which will help us in dealing with the
dinaturality of bicartesian closed canonical transformations.
This sequent system, which we call, J, is introduced as follows. Let F be gen-
erated from a countable set L, whose members we call propositional letters, with
the constants  and ⊥ and the binary connectives ∧ ; ∨ and → . We call the
members of F formulae, and use the schematic letters A; B; C; : : : ; A1; : : : for them.
Sequents of J are of the form AB for A and B in F. We call A in AB the
antecedent, and B the consequent of the sequent. In order to introduce the rules of in-
ference of J we need the following auxiliary notion of ∧ -context, which corresponds
to the notion of (poly)functor in categories. A ∧ -context is deGned inductively as
follows:
1. the symbol is a ∧ -context,
2. if G is a ∧ -context and A∈F, then (G ∧A) and (A∧G) are ∧ -contexts,
3. if G and H are ∧ -contexts, then (G ∧H) is a ∧ -context.
For a ∧ -context F we say that it is a ∧1-context if the symbol occurs in F exactly
once. For G a ∧ -context and A∈F, we obtain G(A) by substituting A for in G,
e.g., if F ≡ (B∧ )∧C, then F(A)= (B∧A)∧C.
The axioms of J are
aA : A  A; EA : ⊥  A for every A ∈F;
The structural rules of J are
(←F )
F(A∧ (B∧C))D
F((A∧B)∧C)D
; (→F )
F((A∧B)∧C)D
F(A∧ (B∧C))D
;
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(-F)
F(A∧B)C
F(B∧A)C
;
(!F)
F(A∧A)B
F(A)B
; (GAF)
F()B
F(A)B
;
(HF)
F(A)B
F(A∧)B
; (HiF)
F(A∧)B
F(A)B
;
(◦G)
AB G(B)C
G(A)C
;
where F is a ∧1-context and G is a ∧ -context. The last rule is called mix and we
refer to it by (◦) when the context G is irrelevant.
The rules for connectives are
(∧ )
AC BD
A∧BC ∧D
;
()
A∧C D B∧C D
(A∨B)∧C D
; (∨C)
AB
AB∨C
; (B∨)
AC
AB∨C
;
(∗)
A∧BC
BA→C
; (.)
AB C ∧DE
(A∧ (B→C))∧DE
:
A proof of a sequent AB in J is a binary tree with sequents in its nodes, such
that AB is in the root, axioms are in the leaves and consecutive nodes are connected
by some of the inference rules above.
It is not diHcult to see that the underlying logic of J is intuitionistic propositional
logic. The diMerences between J and Gentzen’s system LJ introduced in [7] are that
in J we have just one meta-logical symbol () in the sequents: we omit Gentzen’s
commas in the antecedents, whose role is now covered by the logical connective ∧ .
We cannot have empty either the antecedent or the consequent of a sequent in L. The
logical constant  serves to Gll gaps in antecedents. These discrepancies between J
and LJ arise because in J we want antecedents and consequents of sequents to be of
the same sort (namely members of F) and this enables us to look at an J sequent
as an arrow with the source being the antecedent and the target the consequent of the
sequent.
Our (∧ ) is a rule of simultaneous introduction of the connective ∧ on the both
sides of a sequent: there is no a counterpart for this rule in LJ . This diMerence is not
categorially motivated though it emphasizes functoriality of the connective ∧ . We also
believe that J completely separates structural rules from the rules for connectives. On
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the other hand, the LJ rules &-IS and &-IA (see Section 1.22 of [7]) have hidden
interchanges, contractions and thinnings.
Since we prove the cut-elimination theorem through elimination of mix, as Gentzen
did too, we have postulated the mix rule (◦) as primitive. However, this mix is some-
thing diMerent from Gentzen’s mix. It is liberal in the sense that the ∧ -context G in
(◦G) need not to capture all factors B (see the deGnition below) as arguments in G(B).
This means that formula B may be a factor of A in Step 2◦ of the construction of
the ∧ -context G; i.e. mix need not to “swallow” all the occurrences of B in G(B).
There are no categorial reasons to prefer cut to such a mix. In both cases, we do not
have categorial composition of arrows corresponding to both premises of the rule, but
a more involved composition of the right premise with an image of the left premise
under the functor corresponding to a ∧ -context. The only diMerence is that in the case
of cut this is always a ∧1-context.
An advantage of J is that its proofs can be easily coded. For example, the proof
pp
q q
q∧ q
(p∧ (p→ q))∧ q
p∧ (p→ q) q
is coded by Hi (ap . H aq):
This fact helps when we want to postulate equalities that should hold between the
proofs of J.
For G a ∧ -context and  a proof, we denote by G() the proof coded by the term
obtained from G after the substitution aA for every A and the code of  for every
Hi (ap . H aq) in G.
For the proof of the main result of this section we need the following notions of
degree and rank. The degree of a formula is the number of logical connectives in it.
However, because of the categorially motivated elimination of the comma, the symbol
∧ plays a double role and in order to deGne rank, we deGne as follows a set of factors
of A, for every A∈F:
1. A is a factor of A,
2. if A is of the form A1 ∧A2 then every factor of A1 or A2 is a factor of A.
Now, we introduce (in the style of DoUsen) an auxiliary indexing of consequents and
factors of antecedents in a mixless proof of Jwhich will help us in deGning the rank of
an occurrence of a formula in such a proof. First we index all the consequents and all
the factors of antecedents of axioms by 1 and inductively proceed as follows. In all the
structural rules and rule (.) the index of the consequent in the conclusion is increased
by 1. In () the index of the consequent in the conclusion is the maximum of the two
indices of consequents of both premises increased by 1. In (∧ ); (∨C); (B∨) and
(∗) the index of the consequent in the conclusion is 1. Every factor of the antecedent
preserved by a rule has the index increased by 1, and all the factors introduced by the
rule have index 1 in the conclusion. In (!F) the occurrence of A in the conclusion is
indexed by the maximum of the indices of distinguished A’s in the premise, increased
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by 1. In the example of the proof given above this indexing looks like
p1 p1
q1  q1
(q2 ∧1)1  q2
((p2 ∧ (p→ q)1)1 ∧2)1  q3
(p3 ∧ (p→ q)2)2  q4
:
Then the rank of an occurrence of a formula in a mixless proof is given by its index.
The following theorem corresponds to Gentzen’s Hauptsatz of [7].
Theorem 3.3. Every proof in J can be transformed into a proof of the same root-
sequent with no applications of the rule (◦).
Proof. As in the standard cut-elimination procedure it is enough to consider a proof
 whose last rule is (◦G) for a ∧ -context G, and there is no more application of (◦)
in . So let our proof be of the form
1
AB
2
G(B)C
G(A)C
◦G
with 1 and 2 mixless. Then we deGne the degree of this proof as the degree of B and
the rank of this proof as the sum of the left rank, i.e. the rank of the occurrence of
B in the left premise of ◦G, in the subproof 1, and the right rank, i.e. the maximum
of all ranks of distinguished factors B in the right premise of ◦G in the subproof 2.
Then we prove our theorem by induction on the lexicographically ordered pairs 〈d; r〉
for the degree d and the rank r of the proof:
1. r=2.
1.1. 1 or 2 are axioms.
1.1.1. Suppose  is of the form
aB :BB
2
G(B)C
G(B)C
◦G:
Then this proof is transformed into the mixless proof
2
G(B)C
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1.1.2. If  is of the form
1
AB aG(B) : G(B)G(B)
G(A)G(B)
◦G
Then this proof is transformed into the mixless proof
G(1)
G(A)G(B)
1.1.3. If  is of the form
EB :⊥B
2
G(B)C
G(⊥)C
◦G
Then this proof is transformed into the mixless proof of the form
EC :⊥C
· · · (H); (-); (G)
G(⊥)C
1.1.4. Finally, if  is of the form
1
A⊥ EC :⊥C
AC
◦
Then, since the left rank of this proof is 1, A must be ⊥ and  is transformed into
the mixless proof EC :⊥C.
1.2. 1 ends with (∧ )
Suppose  is of the form
′1
A1 B1
′′1
A2 B2
A1 ∧A2 B1 ∧B2
∧
2
G(B1 ∧B2)C
G(A1 ∧A2)C
◦G
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Then this proof is transformed into the proof
′1
A1 B1
′′1
A2 B2
2
G(B1 ∧B2)C
G(B1 ∧A2)C
◦G(B1 ∧ )
G(A1 ∧A2)C
◦G( ∧ A2)
where both applications of (◦) have lower degree.
1.3. 1 ends with (∗).
1.3.1. 2 ends with (G).
Suppose  is of the form
′1
B1 ∧AB2
AB1→B2
∗
′2
F()C
G(B1→B2)C
GG1(B1→ B2)F
G(A)C
◦G
Then this proof is transformed into the mixless proof
′2
F()C
G(A)C
GG1(A)F
1.3.2. 2 ends with (.).
Suppose  is of the form
′1
B1 ∧AB2
AB1→B2
∗
′2
DB1
′′2
B2 ∧E C
(D∧ (B1→B2))∧E C
.
(D∧A)∧E C
◦(D∧ )∧ E
Then this proof is transformed into the proof
′2
DB1
′1
B1 ∧AB2
′′2
B2 ∧E C
(B1 ∧A)∧E C
◦ ∧ E
(D∧A)∧E C
◦( ∧ A)∧ E
with both applications of (◦) of the lower degree.
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1.4. 1 ends with (∨B2), or analogously with (B1∨).
1.4.1. 2 ends with (G) is analogous to 1.3.1.
1.4.2. 2 ends with ().
Suppose  is of the form
′1
AB1
AB1 ∨B2
∨B2
′2
B1 ∧DC
′′2
B2 ∧DC
(B1 ∨B2)∧DC

A∧DC
◦ ∧D
Then this proof is transformed into the proof
′1
AB1
′2
B1 ∧DC
A∧DC
◦ ∧D
with the smaller degree.
2. r¿2.
2.1. The right rank is ¿1.
2.1.1. 2 ends with a structural rule (K), i.e.,  is of the form
1
AB
2
G1(B)C
G(B)C
K
G(A)C
◦G
2.1.1.1. If all the distinguished B’s in the right premise of ◦G in  have indices grater
than 1 (by (2.1), at least one such B must occur) then this proof is transformed into
the proof
1
AB
2
G1(B)C
G1(A)C
G(A)C
K
◦G1
whose subproof ending with ◦G1 has the rank lower by 1.
2.1.1.2. If one of the distinguished B’s in the right premise of ◦G in  is indexed by
1 (note that except for (G), in the conclusion of a structural rule, every formula has at
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most one occurrence indexed by 1), then  is transformed into the proof
1
AB
1
AB
2
G1(B)C
G1(A)C
F(B)C
K
◦G1
G(A)C
◦F
for a ∧1-context F (except when K is an application of (G) in which case F is a
∧ -context) such that F(A)≡G(A). In this proof, the subproof ending with the upper
mix has the rank decreased by 1, and the right rank of the lower mix remains equal
to 1 after the elimination of the upper mix.
2.1.2. 2 ends with (∧ ).
Suppose  is of the form
1
AB
′2
G1(B)C1
′′2
G2(B)C2
G(B)C1 ∧C2
∧
G(A)C1 ∧C2
◦G
Then this proof is transformed into the proof
1
AB
′2
G1(B)C1
G1(A)C1
◦G1
1
AB
′′2
G2(B)C2
G2(A)C2
◦G2
G(A)C1 ∧C2
∧
in which both subproofs ending with ◦G1 and ◦G2 are of the lower ranks. There is also
a simpliGed variant of (2.1.2) with no distinguished B’s in the antecedent of a premise
of the rule (∧ ).
In all the cases below, the subproofs of the reduced proofs ending with the applica-
tions of (◦) have a smaller rank than .
2.1.3. 2 ends with (∗).
Suppose  is of the form
1
AB
′2
C1 ∧G(B)C2
G(B)C1→C2
∗
G(A)C1→C2
◦G
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Then this proof is transformed into the proof
1
AB
2
C1 ∧G(B)C2
C1 ∧G(A)C2
G(A)C1→C2
∗
◦C1 ∧G( )
2.1.4. 2 ends with (.).
2.1.4.1. Suppose that  is of the form
1
AB
′2
G1(B)B1
′′2
B2 ∧G2(B)C
(G1(B)∧B)∧G2(B)C
.
(G1(A)∧A)∧G2(A)C
◦G
Then this proof is transformed into the proof
1
AB
1
AB
′2
G1(B)B1
G1(A)B1
◦
1
AB
′′2
B2 ∧G2(B)C
B2 ∧G2(A)C
◦
(G1(A)∧B)∧G2(A)C
.
(G1(A)∧A)∧G2(A)C
◦
with G1; B2 ∧G2( ) and (G1(A)∧ )∧G2(A) in the indices of ◦.
2.1.4.2. Suppose that  is of the form
1
AB
′2
B1 B2
′′2
B3 ∧G1(B)C
B∧G1(B)C
.
A∧G1(A)C
◦ ∧G1( )
Then this proof is transformed into the proof
1
AB
′2
B1 B2
1
AB
′′2
B3 ∧G1(B)C
B3 ∧G1(A)C
◦B3 ∧G1( )
B∧G1(A)C
.
A∧G1(A)C
◦ ∧G1(A)
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2.1.4.3. Suppose that  is of the form
1
AB
′2
G1(B)D
′′2
E ∧G2(B)C
(G1(B)∧ (D→E))∧G2(B)C
.
(G1(A)∧ (D→E))∧G2(A)C
◦G
Then this proof is transformed into the proof
1
AB
′2
G1(B)D
G1(A)D
◦G1
1
AB
′′2
E ∧G2(B)C
E ∧G2(A)C
◦E ∧G2( )
(G1(A)∧ (D→E))∧G2(A)C
.
There are also simpliGed variants of 2.1.4.1. and 2.1.4.3. with no distinguished B’s in
G1 or G2 which we will not discuss here separately.
2.1.5. 2 ends with ().
2.1.5.1. Suppose that  is of the form
1
AB
′2
B1 ∧G1(B)C
′′2
B2 ∧G1(B)C
B∧G1(B)C

A∧G1(A)C
◦ ∧G1( )
Then this proof is transformed into the proof
1
AB
1
AB
′2
B1 ∧G1(B)C
B1 ∧G1(A)C
◦
1
AB
′′2
B2 ∧G1(B)C
B2 ∧G1(A)C
◦
B∧G1(A)C

A∧G1(A)C
◦
with apparent indices of ◦’s.
2.1.5.2. Suppose that  is of the form
1
AB
′2
D1 ∧G1(B)C
′′2
D2 ∧G1(B)C
(D1 ∨D2)∧G1(B)C

(D1 ∨D2)∧G1(A)C
◦G
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Then this proof is transformed into the proof
1
AB
′2
D1 ∧G1(B)C
D1 ∧G1(A)C
◦
1
AB
′′2
B2 ∧G1(B)C
B2 ∧G1(A)C
◦
(D1 ∨D2)∧G1(A)C

with apparent indices of ◦’s.
2.1.6. 2 ends with (∨C2).
Suppose that  is of the form
1
AB
2
G(B)C1
G(B)C1 ∨C2
∨C2
G(A)C1 ∨C2
◦G
Then this proof is transformed into the proof
1
AB
2
G(B)C1
G(A)C1
G(A)C1 ∨C2
∨C2
◦G
The case of (C1∨) instead of (∨C2) is dealt with analogously.
2.2. The right rank is 1 and the left rank is greater than 1.
If 2 is the axiom aG(B), then we proceed as in 1.1.2. If 2 ends with an application of
(G), then we proceed as in 1.3.1. In all the remaining cases G must be a ∧1-context.
2.2.1. 1 ends with a structural rule.
Suppose that  is of the form
′1
A1 B
AB
K
2
G(B)C
G(A)C
◦G
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Then this proof is transformed into the proof
′1
A1 B
2
G(B)C
G(A1)C
G(A)C
K
◦G
2.2.2. 1 ends with (.)
Suppose that  is of the form
′1
A1 A2
′′1
A3 ∧A4 B
(A1 ∧ (A2→A3))∧A4 B
.
2
G(B)C
G((A1 ∧ (A2→A3))∧A4)C
◦G
Then this proof is transformed into the proof
′1
A1 A2
′′1
A3 ∧A4 B
2
G(B)C
G(A3 ∧A4)C
· · · (), (-)
A3 ∧DC
◦G
(A1 ∧ (A2→A3))∧DC
· · · (), (-)
G((A1 ∧ (A2→A3))∧A4)C
.
2.2.3. Eventually, if 1 ends with () and  is of the form
′1
A1 ∧A3 B
′′1
A2 ∧A3 B
(A1 ∨A2)∧A3 B

2
G(B)C
G((A1 ∨A2)∧A3)C
◦G
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Then this proof is transformed into the proof
′1
A1 ∧A3 B
2
G(B)C
G(A1 ∧A3)C
· · · (), (-)
A1 ∧DC
◦G
′′1
A2 ∧A3 B
2
G(B)C
G(A2 ∧A3)C
· · · (), (-)
A2 ∧DC
◦G
(A1 ∨A2)∧DC
· · · (), (-)
G((A1 ∨A2)∧A3)C

and this concludes the proof of Theorem 3.3.
3.4. The embedding of J into a free bicartesian closed category
Let BiCartCl be the bicartesian closed category freely generated by the set of objects
L used in Section 4. The morphisms of this category can be viewed as equivalence
classes of morphism terms generated from 1A; A; 
i
A; b
→
A;B;C , b
←
A;B;C ; cA;B; wA; kA;
A;B, A;B; lA; l
1
A;B; l
2
A;B and mA for some objects A; B; C of BiCartCl with the opera-
tions ×;+; → and ◦, modulo bicartesian closed equations given in Section 3.1.
Now we deGne translations from the set of J-formulae and the set of J-proofs to
Ob(BiCartCl) and the set of morphism terms, respectively. Denote both these transla-
tions by t.
Let t be the identity on L and inductively deGned as follows (in the following
deGnition, F is a naturally extracted functor from the ∧ -context F , and the indices of
special morphisms can be easily reconstructed):
t()= I; t(⊥)=O;
t(A∧B)= t(A)× t(B); t(A∨B)= t(A) + t(B); t(A→B)= t(A)→ t(B);
t(aA) = 1t(A); t(EA)= lt(A);
t(→F ())= t() ◦F(b→ ); t(←F ())= t() ◦F(b← );
t(-F())= t() ◦F(c);
t(!F())= t() ◦F(w); t(GAF())= t() ◦F(kA);
t(HF())= t() ◦F(); t(HiF())= t() ◦F(i);
t(2 ◦G 1)= t(2) ◦G(t(1));
t(1 ∧ 2)= t(1)× t(2);
t(1  2)=m ◦ (t(1) + t(2)) ◦ (c + c) ◦ A ◦ c;
t(∨C)= l1B;C ◦ t(); t(B∨)= l2B;C ◦ t();
t(∗)= (1→ t()) ◦ ;
t(1 . 2)= t(2) ◦ (( ◦ (t(1)× 1))× 1):
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The translation t′ that is inverse to t on the set Ob(BiCartCl) is deGned on the set
of morphism terms as follows (here we write A′ instead of t′(A) and f′ instead of
t′(f)):
t′(1A)= aA′ ; t′(lA)=EA′ ;
t′(b→A;B;C)= 
→ a(A′ ∧ B′)∧C′ ; t′(b←A;B;C)= 
← aA′ ∧ (B′ ∧C′);
t′(cA;B)= - aB′ ∧ A′ ;
t′(wA)=! aA′ ∧ A′ ; t′(kA)= GA
′
a;
t′(A)= H aA′ ; t′(iA)= H
i aA′ ∧;
t′(l1A;B)= (aA′)
∨B′ ; t′(l2A;B)= (aB′)
A′∨;
t′(mA)= Hi (H aA′  H aA′);
t′(A;B)= Hi (aA′ . H aB′); t′(A;B)= (aA′ ∧ B′)
∗;
t′(f× g)=f′ ∧ g′; t′(f→ g)= (Hi (f′ . H g′))∗;
t′(f + g)= Hi ((H (f′∨D
′
))  (H (g′B′∨)));
t′(g ◦f)= g′ ◦ f′:
Lemma 3.14. For every morphism term g; t(t′(g))= g.
Proof. By induction on the complexity of g.
Lemma 3.15. In each step of our cut-elimination procedure, which transforms  into
′, we have t()= t(′) in BiCartCl.
Proof. Long, tedious but more or less trivial. In steps where we were not precise about
the order of application of rules in the transformed proof we rely on some coherence
properties, like for example in Case 1.1.3, we use the fact that t(G(⊥)) is isomorphic
to O and therefore the order of application of (H); (-) and (G) is arbitrary.
Lemma 3.16. For every morphism term g, there is a mixless proof  of J, such that
g= t().
Proof. Let 1 be t′(g) and let  be the mixless proof obtained from 1 by our
cut-elimination procedure. Then by Lemma 3.15, t(1)= t(), and by Lemma 3.14,
g= t(t′(g))= t(1)= t().
Since the mixless proofs of J correspond to the constructible canonical transforma-
tions, we can derive the following lemma.
Lemma 3.17. Every canonical transformation from an arbitrary bicartesian closed
category is a subtransformation of a constructible canonical transformation.
Proof. By Lemma 3.16 and the universal property of BiCartCl it follows that for
every canonical transformation  from F to G there exists a constructible canonical
transformation  from F to G such that each member of  is equal to a member of
. By our deGnition, this fact is suHcient for  being a subtransformation of .
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From Lemmata 3.13 and 3.17 we have the following.
Theorem 3.4. Every bicartesian closed canonical transformation is g-dinatural.
From this theorem and the remark after Example 2.3, it follows that every bicartesian
closed canonical transformation is dinatural in the classical sense. Moreover, one has
to bear in mind that this property is provable regardless of the choice of language for
bicartesian closed categories.
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